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ASCO Engineering GmbH
Daniel Edelsbacher
+43 316 225352
office@asco-engineering.at

Hardware Engineer (m/f/d)
Join our Team... Jetzt bewerben!
15.09.2020 | Job-Nr.: 1063

ASCO Engineering (www.asco-engineering.at) – a member of ASCO
Group International (www.asco-group.at) - is a technical service
provider in the field of plant construction, mechanical engineering,
automotive engineering, electrical engineering and information
technology. As a specialist in Human Resource Management and
Quality Management, the company focuses on the implementation and
support of in-house projects as well as external projects for our
customers.
Graz Umgebung | Hardwareentwicklung

Ihre Aufgaben...
Simulation and development of analog and digital circuits
Creation of PCB layouts and relevant documents for production
Definition of EMC-measures in schematics and layout
Execution of parameter analyses like tolerance- and measurement
accuracy calculations
Inspection, set into operation and tests of electronic devices
Creation of hardware development documentation according to
automotive processes
Interdisciplinary cooperation for the purpose of creating hardware
relevant requirements and hardware architecture
Support qualification of electronic control units
Participation in the further development of processes

Unsere Anforderungen...
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Completed technical education/Master level (TU, FH, HTL)
Experience in the development of analog and digital circuits
Experience in PCB layout and implementation of EMC measures
Knowledge of E-CAD tools (Mentor XPedition and Altium Designer
advantageous)
Experience regarding functional safety according to ISO26262 for
hardware advantageous
Work experience in battery development/automotive industry
advantageous
Independent, systematic and process-oriented approach
Very good knowledge of English (German knowledge is an
advantage)
Experience in working with international teams advantageous
Strong team and communication skills

Unser Angebot...
Options for individual and specialised education and training
Good working atmosphere in an internationally successful company
Flat hierarchies and short decision paths
Flexible working hours, employee parking spaces and good public
transport connections
The opportunity to actively shape your own career

Mindestgehalt
Gross salary EUR 3.000,00 for 38,5 hours per week. Possibility of
overpayment depending on your qualification and experience!

Haben wir Ihr Interesse geweckt?
Dann übermitteln Sie uns bitte Ihre vollständigen
Bewerbungsunterlagen (Anschreiben, Lebenslauf inkl. Foto, Aus- und
Weiterbildungszeugnisse sowie Dienstzeugnisse) gleich hier über das
Online-Formular.
zum Inserat
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